Mantelpieces
A Key Accessory For Any Décor
It’s not difficult to see why mantelpieces have been an integral part of
decorating styles for several years. One of the key elements of home
decoration is to have either one or two focal points in any room, and there
aren’t too many pieces that command attention as much as a Gas Log
Fireplace. Mantelpieces not only reinforce that attraction, but can often give
the extra ‘wow’ factor so many of our clients appreciate.
As fireplaces evolved into a separate heating and cooking area, fireplace mantels adapted
to not only channel fumes, but also hold large iron pots above the flames. Gradually, as
fireplaces became a stylish heating unit, mantels became more decorative, and slowly
evolved into the separate, shelving entity that we think of today.
Although they are usually no longer required to serve any cooking or heating purposes, mantelpieces are becoming popular as a key
accessory feature appreciated by many contemporary interior designers.
Thanks to the emergence of new technology heating and exhaust systems, mantelpieces now have greater installation flexibility and can usually be
successfully fitted around most traditional and modern fireplaces. Think of mantelpieces as being an attention drawing piece which further emphasises the
compelling appearance of gas log fireplaces.
Mantelpieces are now versatile enough to be able to adapt to any decorating style;
Minimalist, Pre-20th century, Retro, Modern, Nordic, and so on. And renovators seem to
appreciate Gas Log Fire Company’s range of mantelpieces that can usually complete and
harmonise with traditional refurbishments.
When it comes to identifying the right mantelpiece to ‘fit’ your choice of décor, you are
usually only limited by four things,





mode of heating
heater placement
wall space
your imagination

However, some of us find it a little challenging establishing the right mantelpieces
to perfectly match the personal style of our property. So we often find our more

discerning clients choose to consult with an interior designer or stylist. Gas Log Fire Company’s popular referral service connects owners with
architects and designers, such as the highly esteemed Belinda Vandenboom from GallerieB. Please feel welcome to enquire if you think this
might be appropriate for you.
There is no denying the centuries old tradition of installing a mantelpiece has enjoyed a whole new rebirth as clean lined, fuss-free designs have been
incorporated into modern styles of décor, and property owners are seeking to secure the worth of their home with renovations and refurbishments.
Mantelpieces are once again becoming an almost essential element of the interior style of our living spaces.

For any information about our mantelpieces, or any other information about our range of makes and models of Fireplaces, or for our free
quote and consultation service, pay a visit to our Gas Fireplace Showroom Melbourne: Unit 7 of 29/31 Clarice Road, Box Hill South,
Phone: 1300 373 745, like us on Facebook, fill out our enquiry form, or simply email us.

This blog is general in nature and is ONLY meant to give readers an overview of the subject matter. Do NOT rely on this information for your specific needs. If you are planning to install a
fireplace or mantelpiece in your home or business we highly recommend that you call us and arrange for an accredited fireplace and mantelpiece installation professional to visit your
premises to advise on your SPECIFIC requirements. We offer this as a free service to the entire Melbourne metro area.
*Please note products, makes and models may be superseded and no longer available. Please contact us on (03) 9890 3177 or email us info@gaslogfiresmelbourne.com to confirm
availability.

